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Abstract 
We construct minimal arc-presentations of some nonalternating links such as the Kinoshita- 
Terasaka and Conway mutants. Our construction is unaffected by the mutation operation. 0 1997 
Elsevier Science B.V. 
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Birman and Menasco used arc-presentations of links in their study of the braid index 
of satellite links [2]. The binding circle of an arc-presentation of the companion knot 
can be used as a braid axis for the satellite, and it is hoped that the braid index of the 
satellite can be expressed in terms of the framing, the arc index of the companion, and 
some properties of the pattern. 
In [6] an algorithm was presented for constructing an arc-presentation of a link from 
a link diagram. The algorithm can be applied to all except a clearly defined set of 
diagrams. The construction produces an upper bound on the arc index in terms of the 
crossing number of the link: a(L) < c(L) + 2. Cromwell and Nutt conjectured that 
equality holds for alternating links. This is known to be the case for 2-bridge links, 
for example. Further evidence to support this followed in [5] where it is shown that 
O(L) 3 c(L) + 2 for all alternating knots. However, a simple algorithmic construction 
to prove the reverse inequality is not possible in the general case [ 11. 
In this paper we extend the ideas in [6] to construct minimal arc-presentations of some 
nonaltemating links. These links have adequate diagrams which can be expressed as 
the sum of strongly alternating tangle diagrams. The presentations satisfy o(L) = c(L). 
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Fig. 1. Tangle decomposition of the Kinoshita-Terasaka knot. 
Fig. 2. Closures of tangles, and the sum of two tangles. 
A typical example is the Kinoshita-Terasaka 11-crossing knot shown in Fig. 1. This 
tangle decomposition also allows us to consider the behaviour of arc index under the 
knot operation of mutation. The Kinoshita-Terasaka and Conway mutant pair were both 
shown to have arc index 11 by a computer enumeration of arc-presentations of small 
knots [9]. The arc-presentations given there are not related in any obvious way. Using 
our construction it becomes apparent that the arc indices of these mutants must be equal. 
1. Preliminaries 
This paper continues a series [4,6,9-111 in which the properties of arc-presentations 
of knots and links are studied. See 151 for an introduction to the subject and a survey of 
results. The basic idea is as follows. Constructing an arc-presentation of a link involves 
placing it in a special knot-holder: the link is embedded in a sheaf of half-planes so that 
it meets each half-plane in a single simple arc. The minimum number of planes required 
to present a given link, L, in this manner is a knot invariant called the arc index of L. 
It is denoted by a(L). 
We recap the following terminology from knot theory. A 2-string tangle is strongly 
alternating if both the closures shown on the left of Fig. 2 are irreducible, alternating 
diagrams. The figure also shows how a closed link is formed as the sum of two tangles. 
The nonalternating sum of two strongly alternating tangles is called a semialternating 
diagram [7]. Mutation is an operation on link diagrams which can change the link type: 
a 2-string tangle is removed, rotated by 180 degrees in any of the three possible ways, 
and reinserted to form a new link diagram. 
We also need some basic terminology from graph theory. All our graphs will be planar 
graphs embedded in a plane. Let V be the set of vertices of a connected graph G. An 
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edge of G is a pair of vertices ~u.u]. If 11 c V then span(U) is the subgraph of G whose 
edges connect vertices in U: 
span(l,‘) = { [~L;.su~] 1 for all pairs uzlU,j in U}. 
If U c V then G - U denotes the subgraph of G spanned by V - U. We say G - U is 
obtained by deleting the vertices in U. The graph is said to be r-connected if T < IV1 
and at least T vertices must be deleted from G to disconnect it. A pnth is a simple curve 
which follows the edges of G. A cycle is a closed path. A Hamiltonian circuit (path) of 
G is a cycle (path) which contains every vertex in V. 
2. Arc-presentations of tangles 
Given a 2-string tangle diagram, our goal is to construct an arc-presentation of the 
tangle like the one shown in Fig. 4(e). The thin horizontal line represents the binding 
axis; the semicircular parts of the diagram are arcs that can be layered and embedded 
in pages around the binding; the four other pieces of the tangle can also be thought of 
as arcs but they are attached to the axis at only one end. Figs. 4(a)-(d) illustrate the 
construction process described below. 
Let D be a 2-string tangle diagram. As in [6], sequences of half-twists in the diagram 
are replaced by rectangular boxes known as twist-boxes as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). 
The diagram now consists of a collection of twist-boxes connected by a set of disjoint 
simple arcs. We form a graph G from this diagram as follows: if a twist-box contains 
only one crossing we replace it by a 4-valent vertex, otherwise we replace the twist-box 
by the graph shown in Fig. 3(c). Thus all vertices in G are 3-valent or 4-valent. The 
edges of G can be divided into two sets: D-type edges which contain part of the original 
diagram, and T-type edges which are contained in a twist-box. The four D-type edges 
which contain the free ends of the tangle are called leaves. 
Following the approach of [6] we take the topological dual graph G* of G and try to 
construct the binding axis as a path in G*. Here, however, we have an incomplete link 
diagram with free ends and we need to be careful about the construction of G”. 
Firstly, we complete the graph G by adding four extra edges that follow the boundary 
circle of the tangle so that they connect the four leaves-see Fig. 4(b). We call these 
peripheral edges. A bounded region of G which is adjacent to a peripheral edge is called 
a peripheral ,face. 
Fig. 3 
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Fig. 4. Constructing an arc-presentation of a tangle. 
Fig. 5. Deforming the axis near a twist-box. 
The dual graph G* is formed in the usual way (place a vertex in each finite region and 
connect vertices that lie in adjacent regions). We label the four vertices in the peripheral 
faces N, E, S and W as shown in Fig. 4(c). 
Take 71 to be a Hamiltonian path in G* - {N, S> which connects E to W-see 
the thickened edges in Fig. 4(c). (The existence of such paths is briefly discussed in 
Section 5.) The path rr passes through all the regions of G except the upper and lower 
ones. We convert 7t into the axis as follows. If n crosses a T-type edge of G then it 
passes through a twist-box. The path x and the m half-twists represented by the box 
can be arranged as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). Any twist-box that does not meet rr is 
treated as shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d). This is always possible since x can be deformed 
to lie along one side of the twist-box. 
Lastly, we can isotope D U TT in the plane keeping the boundary circle fixed so that rr 
is straight and horizontal. 
To show that this construction produces what we want, we make use of the same 
colouring procedure as in [6]. 
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Proposition 1. The path 7r just constructed represents a binding axis for the tangle 
diagram D. 
Proof. Let L be an embedding of two line segments in Iw3 such that there is a projection 
d which carries L onto D. Notice that all the bounded regions of D have contact with 
rr: either 7r passes through the region or rr has point-contact with its boundary. 
Let P = {PI, ,pr} be the set of points where 7r meets D. The points C’ (pL) 
divide L into a set of arcs A = {al.. . . . ur+2} each of which starts and ends at points in 
&-t (P) or at the four free ends, and which contains no such points in its interior. Each of 
these arcs will be embedded in a half-plane. To each arc a2 in L there is a corresponding 
segment 4(ai) of the diagram D which we will also refer to as an arc. 
We will colour the arcs, and the order in which they are coloured will determine the 
position of the half-planes in which they are embedded. The plane is separated by rr into 
two regions. We will colour the arcs in D by taking each region separately. We start with 
the upper one. 
The colouring process proceeds under the following rules: an uncoloured arc can be 
coloured if 
(a) any arc crossing over it is coloured, and 
(b) any arc crossing under it is uncoloured. 
The first arc to be coloured is labeled 1. Successive arcs are numbered in the order they 
are coloured. The proof that this colouring procedure stops only when all the arcs in the 
upper region have been coloured is identical to that used in [6]. 
The arcs on the lower side of x are coloured using the same process except that the 
first arc to be coloured is labelled T + 2, the next T + 1, and so on until every arc has 
been labelled. 
If we now arrange T + 2 half-planes around 7r at angles of (36O/(r + 2))” and label 
them from 1 to (r + 2) in order, the arc labelled i can be embedded in the corresponding 
half-plane. 0 
Remark 2. Note that the rotations of 180 degrees used in mutation operations preserve 
the horizontal axis. 
Proposition 3. The number of times the binding axis meets the tangle equals number of 
crossings in D. 
Proof. Suppose that D required n twist-boxes of which r contain a single crossing. Then 
G has 2(n - r) 3-valent vertices, T 4-valent vertices and 4 peripheral vertices making 
2n - T + 4 in total. Similarly, it has 2n + 6 D-type edges and (n - r) T-type edges. 
From Euler’s formula we deduce that it has n + 3 bounded regions. A Hamiltonian path 
through G* - {N, S} p asses through n + 1 vertices and therefore contains n edges. 
Thus r crosses n edges of G. When a T-type edge is replaced by m half-twists as in 
Fig. 5(b), a single intersection of the axis and the diagram is increased to m intersections. 
(Recall that m > 1 for the existence of a T-type edge.) Running 7r alongside a twist-box 




containing m twists as in Fig. 5(d) also increases the number of intersections of 7r with 
D by m - 1. Therefore the total number of intersections is 
n + x(rni - 1) = the number of crossings in D. 0 
i=l 
3. Sums of tangles 
Given arc-presentations of two tangles with horizontal binding axes it is clear how we 
would like to join them together to form an arc-presentation of the sum of the tangles. 
We want to join the two axes end to end and then rotate the pages in one presentation 
around the axis so that the pages containing the free ends in one tangle line up with those 
in the other. The free ends can then be joined to produce a link without introducing any 
extra pages. The question is: “When can this be done?“. 
Proposition 4. Let f?(X) d enote the page number (or angle) of the page containing the 
point X. The arc-presentations of the two tangles shown in Fig. 6(a) can be joined in this 
way ifthe orderings B(A), B(B), O(C), O(D) and O(Q), B(P), B(S), B(R) are equivalent. 
Proposition 5. Given an alternating tangle diagram of the form shown in Fig. 6(b) for 
which we can construct an arc-presentation as described above, the ordering of the free 
ends is 
B(B) < B(A) < Q(C) < e(D) 
Proof. In the colouring procedure described above, the arcs in the region above the axis 
are coloured before those below it. This means that both B(A) and 8(B) must come 
before O(C) and /3(D) in the ordering. 
To check the ordering of 8(A) and B(B) consider the peripheral face at the top of 
the tangle. The segments of the tangle diagram D which bound this region are part of 
an alternating diagram and the colouring procedure ensures that this natural layering is 
preserved in the arc-presentation. Since the crossing nearest B is an over-crossing, this 
arc will be coloured before the arc containing A and hence 8(B) < B(A). The same 
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argument shows that Q(C) < 0(D)- recall that these arcs are coloured in the reverse 
order. 0 
From this we can deduce the following corollary. 
Theorem 6. Suppose we have two arc-presentations of alternating tangles in which the 
binding axes are horizontal. Then the link formed as the nonalternating sum of these 
tangles (as in Fig. 6(a)) has an arc-presentation with at most n arcs where n is the total 
number of crossings in the two tangle diagrams. 
Corollary 7. Let (p, q, -r) denote the nonalternating pretzel knot with p, q and r all 
positive integers greater than one. Then 
C’(P, (1, -r) < p + q + 7’. 
Remark 8. There are cases where this construction is known not to be minimal. For 
example, the (3,3, -2) pretzel knot (819 in [12]) is the (3,4) torus knot. Also (5,3, -2) = 
1O123 is the (3,5) torus knot. It is known [4] that the arc index of a (p,q) torus knot is 
at most p + q. 
Remark 9. The method does not work for the alternating sum of the tangles as the 
ordering principle is invalid. We know that we must get at least c(D) + 2 arcs for 
alternating links [5,8]. 
Remark 10. Arc-presentations of mutants constructed in this way will use the same 
number of arcs. It would be interesting to know whether arc index is preserved by 
mutation in general. 
4. Minimality of the arc-presentations 
We will now show that this construction gives the minimal arc index if the tangles are 
strongly alternating. (The pretzel knots are not semialternating.) 
A relationship between the arc index of a link and its two-variable Kauffman poly- 
nomial was discovered by Nutt [9,11]. In this original form, the relationship was valid 
only for knots and with the coefficients of the polynomial reduced modulo 2. The full 
generality of the following statement was recently established in [8]. 
Theorem 11. Let L be a link and let FL(a, x) be its Kauffman polynomial. Then 
o(L) 3 breadth,(FL) + 2. 
We will show that breadth,(FL) 3 e(L) - 2 for the links we are interested in. This 
can be deduced from a result of Thistlethwaite [13]. He works from a graph theoretical 
viewpoint and we first need to recall his notation. 
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Let G be a graph with V(G) vertices and E(G) edges. Suppose the edges are labelled 
‘+’ or ‘-‘. Then G+ denotes the subgraph of G formed by deleting all the edges labelled 
‘-’ and G+ denotes the quotient graph formed by collapsing all the edges labelled ‘-‘. 
The graphs G_ and G_ are defined similarly. 
Now take G to be the graph derived from the chessboard shading of a diagram D by 
placing a vertex in each shaded region and connecting them through the crossings in the 
usual way. The edges of such a graph can be labelled ‘+’ or ‘-’ according to the sense 
of the crossings. 
The Kauffman polynomial FL (a, x) also comes in a framed version which is usually 
denoted AD(u: x). Since we are interested in the breadth in a of the polynomial, and the 
two versions differ only by multiplication by a power of a, we can consider the framed 
version. Now 
Ao(a, x) = C ai,,aixj 
i,j 
and ~i.j is nonzero only when /iI + j < c(D). Thistlethwaite calls the coefficients for 
which Ii1 +j = c(D) outermost and encapsulates them in two single variable polynomials: 
4$(t) = c Qi,n-i t2 and 46(t) = xo_+_,ti. 
i i 
From Corollary 1.1 of [ 131 we get the following: 
Proposition 12. Suppose that D is a semialtemating link diagram, and that G is its 
associated signed chessboard graph. Then the highest degree terms in 4; and 4; are 
manic and have degrees 
degree (4;) = rank (G+) + V(G_) - 1, 
degree (45) = rank (G_) + V(G+) - 1. 
We can now easily establish the desired bound. For a semialternating diagram G 
is a 2-connected graph and the separating pair of vertices divide the graph into G+ 
and G_. Hence we have V(G+) = V(G+) - 1 and V(G_) = V(G_) - 1, and also 
rank(G) = rank(G+) + rank(G_) + 1. Therefore 
breadth,(FL) 3 rank(G+) + V(G+) - 1 + rank(G_) + V(G_) - 1 
= (rank(G) - 1) + (V(G+) - 1) + (V(G_) - 1) - 2 
= (E(G) - V(G) + 1) - 1 + V(G) - 2 
=E(G) -2 
= c(D) - 2. 
The result follows because semialternating diagrams have minimal crossing number [7]. 
Corollary 13. Let (p, q, -r, -s) denote the nonalternating generalised pretzel knot with 
p, q, r and s all positive integers greater than one. Then 
a(p, q, -T, -s) = p + q + T + s. 
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5. The existence of Hamiltonian paths 
The construction described in [6] relied on the existence of Hamiltonian circuits. In 
that case, it was possible to find conditions on the link diagram which ensured that 
the construction was applicable. These were deduced from the fact that all 4-connected 
graphs and all ‘small’ 3-connected graphs contain a Hamiltonian circuit. 
The construction we have used here relies on the existence of Hamiltonian paths. It 
is clear that such paths will not always exist. For example, if the tangle used in Fig. 4 
is rotated by 90 degrees then the construction fails. It would be nice, therefore, to be 
able to state conditions on a tangle which imply that our construction is applicable. We 
had hoped to be able to derive conditions analogous to those in [6] from a theorem like 
the following: in a 4-connected graph, there is a Hamiltonian path connecting any two 
vertices [3,14]. However, an analysis of cases similar to that in [6] produced such a 
long list of exclusions that it seems pointless to include it here. The main reason for the 
explosion of cases is that we no longer have a condition on the whole graph, G*, but 
only on G* - { :V, S}. Th e construction can be applied to many more cases than those 
which pass through this particular net. 
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